PLAY15 — festival for creative gaming introduces the new Creative Gaming Awards in the categories Most Creative Game and Most Innovative Newcomer Game. It is possible to submit concepts, alpha-/beta-versions or games, which deal creatively with the medium computer game and allow the players creativity in and with the game.

Creative Gaming Award — Categories:

Most Creative Game
Games are honored that give the player the possibility to interact creatively in and with the game. This award is endowed with 3000 €.

Most Innovative Newcomer Game
It is possible to submit prototypes, beta-versions, alpha-versions and finished projects. The focus is on the game idea and the innovation that is connected with the development of the game. This can be showcased by a special gameplay, transmediality, unknown possibilities of interaction within the game, essential graphic innovations, new interfaces, uncommon atmospheres, visual breakthroughs or new topics that are being dealt with in the game. This price is endowed with 1500 €, furthermore the developers will be supported by a games company for 1 year that will help them with the development of the game.

Submission:

It is necessary to submit:

• The game/prototype/alpha-/beta-version online or on a data storage device via mail.
• The project should contain an installation guide.
• A short movie (max. 3 min) that explains the principle of the project
• A document (max. 5 pages PDF) that illustrates the concept

The submission is free.

Technical requirements:

• Windows Vista/7/10
• Apple OS X 10.9 or higher
• Playstion 3/4
• Xbox 360/One
• iOS/Android

For all other OS please contact Creative Gaming via e-mail!!

Awarding Ceremony:

Two members of each nominated team will be invited to the Play15 festival in Hamburg (15th-19th September). The nominated games will be presented in our exhibition at PLAY15 Festival. The awarding ceremony will take place on the 19th of September.

Short facts:

Start of the submission phase: 15th of April 2015
Deadline: 15th of July 2015
Prices: 3000 € / 1500 €
Awarding Ceremony: 19th of September 2015 in Hamburg, Germany
Contact or Questions: award@play15.de
award.play15.de